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Introduction 
Graph analytics are becoming increasingly important for a 
wide variety of applications.  Tools for rapidly analyzing 
and visualizing such graphs represent an important new 
applications space for real time systems.  This submission 
presents a tool for synthetically generating and visualizing 
graphs that are representative of a wide range of real world 
problems.  

Kronecker graphs have recently attracted a lot of attention 
in the graph mining community. They not only possess 
many important properties of realistic graphs such as: the 
power law degree distribution, the power law scree plot, 
and small diameter; but also can be relatively easy to 
generate [1]. Leskovec and Faloutsos [2] showed that many 
mining applications can be built on top of this class of 
graphs including graph compression, extrapolation, 
sampling and anonymization. Moreover, they also showed a 
very elegant and efficient algorithm (linear time) to 
generate Kronecker graphs that match most global 
properties of any given real graph.  However, we still 
understand very little about this class of graphs.  Recently, 
Kepner [3] showed that even with simple combination of 
bipartite graphs and identity graphs as sub-structures, we 
can achieve a very rich class of Kronecker graphs that have  
important properties of a realistic graph. This suggests 
several natural questions: How rich is the set of general 
Kronecker graphs (with general sub-structures)?  Are they 
any richer than the Kronecker graphs generated by bipartite 
graphs and identity graphs? If they are, is there a nice 
relation between the sub-structure and the Kronecker graph 
in general?  

As an effort to attack these questions, we developed an 
interactive tool to assist computer scientists and algorithm 
designers to generate and analyze Kronecker graphs easily 
and efficiently.  

Our graph generator algorithm is similar to the stochastic 
algorithm presented in [1]. However, we generalized the 
algorithm so that it can generate graphs with an arbitrary 
number of vertices N.  

Our tool contains a set of techniques for analyzing 
Kronecker graphs including: graph permutation, graph 
clustering, graph growing and shrinking. The analytical tool 
also comes with a set of visualization tool to present 
Kronecker graphs. 

Kronecker graph generator  
We improved the stochastic algorithm which is shown in 
[1] to generate Kronecker graphs so that the number of 
vertices can be any integer (not only  a power of n,)  where 
n is the size of the sub-structure. For a given N, our 
algorithm picks nk - the smallest power of n that is larger 
than N.  We generate a Kronecker graph of size nk x nk, and 
then the identities of the vertices are randomly shuffled.  
The vertices are then sorted by degree (from high to low) 
and the N largest degree vertices are selected.  This 
approach allows an arbitrary size Kronecker graph to be 
generated which preserves many of the global properties of 
the graph.  
Analytical tools 
− Graph Permutation: Although graph permutation 

(relablelling) does not change the topology of graph, it 
creates a different perspective of the graph for a human 
user. Looking at graphs from different perspectives is very 
helpful for users since it often helps them see more features 
of graphs. Currently, our tool provides four different ways 
to present the adjacency matrix of a Kronecker graph (see 
figure 1). On the top left is the view of the graph as 
generated; on the top right is the view of graph after 
applying partitioning permutations suggested by Kepner 
[3]; on the bottom left is the view of graph sorted by 
degree; finally, on the bottom right is the graph shuffled 
randomly.  

Figure 1: Four different views of the adjacency matrix of a 
Kronecker graph. 



− Graph partitioning: When the sub-structure is a 
bipartite graph or close to bipartite, Kronecker graphs can 
be partitioned into disjoint (or almost disjoint) parts (as in 
the top right view of Figure 1) (by using permutations in 
[3]). This feature is useful when the analyzing process takes 
super-linear time. Partitioning the graph into small pieces 
and analyzing each of them separately saves a lot of 
computation cost as compared to running the analysis 
process on the whole graph.  

− Graph organic growth and shrinkage: Our graph 
generator not only allows us to generate the Kronecker 
graph of any size but it in fact can also show how such 
Kronecker graph is growing (or shrinking). These growing 
(and shrinking) processes should be very useful for 
researchers who want to study the evolution of a computer 
network or social network.  

− Visualizing Kronecker graph: Beside the interactive 
GUI that user can view the graph in MATLAB® spy style. 
We also created another visualization tool for Kronecker 
graphs that allows users to render Kronecker graphs 
growing on a sphere. This rendering is similar to the sphere 
rendering in [4]. However, thanks to the nice structure of 
Kronecker graph (clusterable into parts), the embedding 
from graph to sphere is much simpler and has nice 
visualization qualities. 

 
Figure 2: Kronecker graph growing on a sphere 

The GUI 
Figure 3 shows a screen shot of the GUI which includes 4 
main parts: 

− Graph parameters are tunable by users and specify 
how the Kronecker graph is generated. These parameters 
include the sub-structure graph (can be set to any linear 
combination of bipartite graph and identity graph), the 
desired edge/node ratio of the generated graph and the 
Kronecker power. 

− View options include four different choice of view: 
Graph as generated, Graph in sorted order of degree, Graph 

permuted by the partitioning permutation and Graph 
shuffled randomly. 

−  Graph view shows the graph in MATLAB® spy style. 

− Organic growth (and shrinkage) view shows how the 
graph is growing and shrinking over time.  

The use of this GUI is simple. Users first set the graph 
parameters as desired and then click on the “Generate” 
button to generate the graph. The generated graph will be 
shown on the graph view (on the top left chart of the GUI).  
Users can change the way graph is presented by changing 
view options. The organic growth of the graph can be seen 
on the top right chart of the GUI, a slider bar can be used to 
move back and forth in time.  

 
Figure 3: The GUI 
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